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University of PinLsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15260 

and 

Manfred A. Blondi* 

Joint Institute for laboratory Astrophysics 
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Abstract 

Measurements of non-resonant charge transfer between atomic ions 

and atoms have been made in a drift tube/mas^ spectrometer apparatus as 

a function of E/p (drift field/gas pressure) it 295 K. At E/p = 0 

the charge transfer coefficients are: k(He+, Hg) «■ (1.6 ±  0.3) x io"9 

cm /sec, k(Ar+, Hg) = (1.5 ± 0.3) x 10"11, kOCr"*", Hg) = (8.5 ± 2) x 10"12, 

For Ne + Hg and Xe -f Hg k  is < IO-12, while for He+ + Ne and 

He + Ar k is • 10   cm /sec. Little dependence of k(He+, Hg) and 

k(Ar , Hg) on Ion energy is found up to mean energies of ~ 0.25 eV. 

Comparison of the measured rates with available theories suggests an in- 

ability to predict the moderately slow reaction rates. 

- - - -—"M 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The process cf symmetrical, resonant charge transfer between atomic 

Ions and atoms, 

A+ + A > A + A+   , (1) 

is rather well  understood, with  theoretical predictions  in satisfactory 

agreement with experimental measurements on many ion-atom systems for 

energies  ranging  from thermal   (~  300 Y)   to many keV.       In contrast,   the 

non-resonant  and  accidentally  resonant  asymmetrical  charge  transfer pro- 

cesses , 

A+ + B -«■ A + B+ 
(2) 

are less well understood, with substantial disagreement between the ob- 

served and theoretically predicted behaviors at low energies. 

For example, given the energy defect AE(«>), i.e. the energy dlffer- 

pnce between the initial and final states of reaction (2) with the par- 

ticles at infinite separation, the "adiabatlc criterion" introduced by 

2 
Massey leads to prediction of a small charge transfer rate at collision 

velocities smaller than 

v   = a AeC«") /h   , 
max (3) 

where a is a "collision distance" (empirically ~ 7X) and h  is Planck's 

constant. This "uncertainty principle" statement that only violent col- 

lisions can blur the energy states sufficiently to cause a transfer be- 

tween initial and final states has apparently been violated by the find- 

ing of a number of cases where, in spite of appreciable energy defects, 

ilie charge transfer rates at thermal energies are fast. 

The application to asymmetrical charge transfer of the method of 

estimating ion-molecule reaction rates proposed by Gioumousis and 

i mtmm ■'— 
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Stevenson for Systems where point charge-Induced dipole (polarlzable 

atom or «oUcuU) forces dominate also has not been particularly success- 

ful. Accorulng to this model, for impact parameters less than a certain 

value the induced dipo.e Interaction leads to inward spiralling orbits5 

(uncil the short-range repulsive interaction between ion and atoms is 

encountered), reading to sufficient time for a reaction to take place. 

In applying thlfl model to charge transfer at low energies, Rapp and 

Francis assumed that all collisions with impact parameters smaller than 

this critical value would lead to charge transfer about half o: the time, 

while those with larger impact parameters would have negl^ible proba- 

bility of charge transfer. As we shall see, experimental observations 

bear no apparent relationship to this simple picture of low energy charge 

transfer rates; in some cases rates approaching the Gioumousis and 

Stevenson prediction are found, in others, the rates are orders of magni- 

tude smaller. 

Recently, a more logical description of the thenul energy charge 

transfer process has been given by Turner-Smith et al.3 In this model, 

the principal long range ion-molecule interaction is again induced dipol-., 

and the Langevln criterion is a",ain used to determine the critical im- 

pact parameter for spiralling. Here, however, the probability of occur- 

rence of asymmetrical charge transfer is calculated from the net transi- 

tion rate at the curve crossing between initial (A++B) and final (A+B+) 

energy statos of the system as the particles spiral in past the crossing 

point and then out again. The transition rate in turn is determined by 

the particles' relative velocity at the crossing and the steepness of the 

crossing [which depends on Ae(-)  and the difference in polarizability 

of A and B]. We shall return to a discussion of this model after we pre- 

sent our experimental results. 

mm ammam — — mBimm ^. — ,., -.. ..._ J- 
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In order to gain an insight into the non-resonant charge transfer 

process at low energies we have studied the systems He+ + Hg, Ne+ + Hg, 

Ar+ + Hg, Kr
+ + Hg. Xe+ + Hg. He+ + Ne. and He+ + Ar.  In the following 

sections we briefly describe the method of measurement, present our deter- 

minations of the charge transfer rates for the various reactions over the 

energy range from thermal (295 K) to 0.34 «V, and compare our results with 

the predictions of the theory of Turner-Smith et_al. 

II.  APPARATUS AND METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 

The drift mobility tube/mass spectrometer apparatus shown in Fig. 1 

has been described in detail previously.7-9 Generation of «he parent 

ions [A in reaction (2)] in the Ion source is accomplished by pulsed 

electron oombardraent of the parent gas (typically at a pressure of 

- 0.1 to 0.8 Torr). In the cases of krypton and xenon the parent gas 

is mixed with a comparable amount of argon buffer gas before being ad- 

mitted to the ion source. A fraction of the ions in the pulse are ad- 

mltted through a 0.4 cm dlam injection orifice into the drift region 

where they move under the action of a uniform axial electric field esta- 

blished by means of a series of guard rings. 

In the cases where the reactant gas [B in reaction (2)] is mercury, 

the desired vapor pressure in the drift region is established by evapor- 

ation from a temperature controlled drop of mercury contained in a 

stainless steel side arm connected to the ion source by a large conduc- 

tance vacuum valve.  (It was not possible to connect the side-arm 

directly to the drift region.)  The reactant gas pressure in the drift 

space is measured by means of a Baratron®pressure gauge located in the 

vacuum system adjacent to the drift tube.  These measurements are made 

before adding and after removing the parent (and buffer) gas to the tube 

*■ ■ ^..- — .. .. . .. . __._. 
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vla the ion source, and the reactant concentration determlnatlc-is are 

corrected for the "^ep-out" effect produced fty ^he addition of the 

parent gas. 

A fraction of the parent ions which do not undergo charge transfer 

or diffuse away from the drift tube axis effuse through the 0.046 cm 

diam exit orifice into the differentially pumped quadrupole mass spectro- 

meter where they are mass-selected. Arriving Ions are counted by means 

of the channeltron electron multiplier whose output pulses are s.nt to 

a multichannel analyzer operating in a time-of-flight mode. 

The charge transfer rate coefficients are determined by the "addi- 

tional residence time" method which has bee., described in detail else- 

.    7,8 
wnere.    In this technique, the residence time of a pulse of ions in 

the drift tube (i.e., the time the ions can undergo charge transfer with 

the reactant gas) is varied by subjecting the ions to a programmed se- 

quence of drift fields, either stopping them (thermax eneigy measure- 

ments) or reversing their motion (higher energy measurements) for a con- 

trolled time Interval.  By measuring the loss of parent ions as a function 

of the additional residence time in the drift (reaction) space and cor- 

recting for ion loss by lateral diffusion one can determine the charge 

transfer rate.  Studies have been carriec out as a function of ion energy 

by varying the ratio of the drift field to gas pressure E/p. 

The ions' .„ean energy e^ has been calculated using the formula 

derived by Wannler10 assuming a constant mean free time between ion-atom 

collisions.  In this model, the ions' mean energy is related to their 

drift velocity through the expression. 

?ion = 3/2 kT + 1/2(MH0 vd
2   , (4) 

MHIMBMI ^MMB II ■> 
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where m is the mass of the Ion, M the mass of the atom (buffer gas), 

and vd  tne measured drift velocity of the Ion.  As noted previously,
7 in 

the case of Ions driving in their parent gas (where long-range, resonant 

charge transfer between ion and atom is of importance), this formula may 

overestimate the ions' energy by as much as a factor »/« at high E/p. 

However, since the rearMons under study exhibit little dependence on ion 

energy, .he approximate energy scale obtained by use of Wannier's formula 

without correction is sufficiently accurate for our purposes. 

III.  RESULTS 

Charge transfer rate coefficients (or upper limits thereof) were 

obtained for He+, Ne+, Ar+, Kr+ and Xe+ ions colliding with Hg atoms and 

for He ions colliding with Ne and Ar atoms. 

A.  Charge Transfer to Hg Atoms 

The measured charge transfer coefficients  for He+ + Hg are shown 

as a function of E/p in Fig. 2. These measurements were carried out 

at a mercury vapor density [Hg] = 8 « 1012 cm"3 and an ambient tempera- 

ture T - 295 K.  The rate coefficient at thermal energy  (E/p = 0) is 

+ 0    1 

k(He , Hg) - 1.6 x KT- cm /sec and falls slowlv with Increasing ion 

energy to a value of ~9 « 10"10 cm3/sec at ^  = 0.24 eV (E/p - 45 

V-cm  Torr-1 in helium). 

In the case of Ne+ + Hg no charge transfer reaction was detected 

over the range. 295 K < e^ < 0.15 eV (0 < E/p < 40 in neon), even when 

the mercury vapor density was increased to [Hg]  ~7 * 1013 cm"3.  From 

these observations we can 9«c a limit for the charge transfer rate coeffi- 

cient,  k(Ne+, Hg) < 10"12 cm3/sec. 

  - - — 
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The data  for  the charge  transfer reaction    Ar+ + Hg     are  shown  in 

Fig.   3.     The mercury vapor density was     [Hg]   = 6.8 *  1013  cm"3 and the 

gas  temperature    T = 295 K.     The thermal energy  (E/p = 0)   point  shown. 
-#. —ill 

k(Ar   ,  Hg)   = 1.5   x 10        cm  /sec,  represents  the  average  of  20 data 

points which exhibited an    rms    deviation of 10^  about  this value.     No 

simple  variation of  the  rate  coefficient   is noted with  ion energy over 

tho  range,   295 K <  ^  < 0.34  eV  (0  < E/p  <  117  in argon);   a constant 

value  of    k provides  an acceptable  fit  to  the data over this  range. 

The  charge  transfer reaction    Kr+ + Kg    was  found  to have  a rate 

coefficient    k(Kr+,  Hg)  = 8  5   x  IQ"
12

  cr 3/sec at  thermal   (295 K)   energy. 

No measurements  fa  a  function of    E/p    were  obtained  in this  eise. 

No detectable  charge transvtr by  the  reaction    Xe+ + Hg    was  observed 

at  295 K aid E/p = 0 at a mercury vapor concentration     [Hg]  -   7  x  io13 

-3 
cm     ,   setting a  limit  on the  rate  coefficient  of    k(Xe+,  Hg)   < 10~12 

3. 
cm   'sec. 

B.  Charge Transfer of He+ with Ne and Ar 

In these measurements the reactant gas density was increased to 

rather large values, ~3 x 1015 cm-3, yet no charge transfer was observed 

to take place It 295 K and E/p = 0.  From these observations we can set 

a limit for both k(He+, Ne) and k(He+, Ar)  of < 10~13 cm3/sec. 

IV.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The principal uncertainties in the values of the charge transfer 

rate coefficients arise from imperfect knowledge of the mercury vapor 

density in the drift space.  The Baratron pressure measuring system has 

an accuracy of ±10% at the pressures used  (~3 x io~A to ~2 « IO-3 

Torr).  All other sources of error in the rate coefficient determinations 
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are smaller than this; therefore ve asslRn an overall uncertainty of 

approximately +20% to the measured values of k. 

The results of our measurements are summarized in Table I.  The 

observation of moderate to fast rates in a number of cases strongly 

suggests that the charge transfer process under study is one which 

leaves the product ion in an electronically excited state, i.e., 

+ +* 
A + B -> A + B (5) 

otherwise the energy defects Ae(°°)  of the reactions would be large 

(> 1 eV) and the thermal energy transfer rates small. 

In arriving at the values of k given in Tab!«? I, Eqs. (16) and 

(17) of the paper by Turner-Smith ut al. (TS), applicable in cases where 

the polarizability of reactant atom B Is much larger than that of par- 

ent atom A, were used. This approximation should be valid except in the 

case of Xe + Hg, since the values of the atomic polarizability a for 

He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe and Hg are, respectively, 0.22, 0.35, ~2, 2.5, 4.5, 

and 9.8 A3. 

The quantity AE(«>)  also enters the theory, with small values 

favoring a large reaction rate. We have calculated the several small 

positive energy defects for various excited levels of B   using tabu- 

12 
lated energy Itvel values. '  The relevant values of Af,(°o) are:  (He, Hg) 

0.2/, 0.37, 0.41, 0.44, 0.61, 0.64 eV; (Ne, Hg) 0.45, 0.61. 0.69 eV; 

(Ar, Hg) 0.93, 5.3 eV; (Kr, Hg) 3.6 eV; (Xe, Hg) 1.7 eV; (He, Ne) 3.0 eV; 

(He, Ar) 8.8 eV.  These values have been used in the theoretical formula 

to calculate the contribution of each of the important curve crossings and 

the results summed to obtain the estimates of k   given in Table I. 

It will be seen from Table I that the TS theory is successful in 

predicting the large He + Hg charge transfer coefficient.  (This value 

  m^mmmm   
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ls remarkably close to the charge transfer rate of  1.5 * lo"9 cm
3/Sec 

calculated on the assumption that half of the collisions which result in 

spiralling orbits also lead to charge transfer.)  The TS theory is also 

consistent with our failure to observe charge transfer for the system 

(Ne+. Hg). (Xe+. Hg). (He+. Ne) and (He
+. Ar).  Ho.ever. the theory fails 

to predict the observation of a charge transfer coefficient of -lO"11 

cm /sec In the cases of  (Ar+, Hg) and (Kr+I Hg). 

It appears possible to understand the successes and failures of 

the TS theory ln terms of the limitations i.posed by its basic a8Sump_ 

tlons.  The theory follows the Landau-Zener approach of estimating the 

net transition rate at the pseudo-crossing of the adiabatic potential 

curves of initial  (A+ + B) and final (A + B
+*) states of the same 

species (i.e. same symmetry properties).  Turner-Smith et_al. use an em- 

pirical formula given by Olson et_al.13 for H^. the matrix element of 

the interaction Hamiltonian. to calculate the net transition rate.  This 

formula was derived from an analysis of experimental and theoretical 

charge transfer and ion-ion recombination data, assuming that only large 

separation pseudo-crossings between two states of .he same species were 

of importance in the processes under study.  The charge transfer reaction 

between He+ and Hg. with small Ae(~) values and a very large difference 

in the polarlzabllities of He and Hg.  probably fits this case well, so 

the theory 1. successful in predicting the observed magnitude of the trans- 

fer rate. 

In other cases, such as Ar+ + Hg and Kr
+ + „g, „„ere s-aller but 

measurable rates „f cbarge transfer are observed, the ™,lnl«u» energy de- 

fects are substantlafly Urger and the differences In polarlzabllities 

somewhat seller.  In these cases the TS theory predicts extrcnely s»all 

n_ 
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is remarkably dose to the charge transfer rate of 1.5 * lo"9 cm
3/sec 

calculated on the assumption that half of the collisions which result in 

spiralling orbits also lead to charge transfer..  The IS theory is also 

consistent with our failure to observe cbarge transfer for the systems 

(Ne+. Hg). (Xe+. Hg). (He+. Ne) and (He+. Ar).  However, the theory fails 

to predict the observation of a charge transfer coefficient of -lO"11 

cm /sec in the cases of  (Ar*. Hg) and (Kr+, Hg). 

It appears possible to understand the successes and failures of 

the TS theory in terms of the limitations loosed by its basic assump- 

tions.  The theory follows the Landau-Zener approach of estimating the 

net transition rate at the pseudo-crossing of the adiabatic potential 

curve, of initial  (A+ + B) and final (A + B
+*) states of the same 

species (i.e. same symmetry properties). Turner-Smith et_al.  use an em- 

pirical formula given by Olson et^l.13 for H^, the matrix element of 

the interaction Hamiltonian. to calculate the net transition rate. This 

formula was derived from an analysis of experimental and theoretical 

charge transfer and ion-ion recombination data, assuming that only large 

separation pseudo-crossings between two states of the same species were 

of importance in the processes under study. The charge transfer reaction 

between He+ and Hg. with small Ae(~) values and a very large difference 

in the polarizabilities of He and Hg.  probably fits this case well, so 

the theory is successful in predicting the observed magnitude of the trans- 

fer rate. 

In other cases. „uch as Ar+ + Hg and Kr+ + Hg. „hare SMller but 

«eaaurable rates of charge transfer are observed, the „Inln™ energy de- 

fects are substantially larger and the differences In polar„abllitlas 

somewhat seller. In these cases the TS theory predicts extra.ely sn,all 

- 
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charge transfer rates because it Ignores (a) contributions from true 

crossings of the potential curves of states of different symmetry proper- 

ties and (b) contributions at Inner pseudo-crossings (In the molecular 

region),  both of these contributions to charge transfer are normally 

smaller than that due to an outer crossing in a favorable case; states 

of different symmetry properties require coupling between the Electronic 

and nuclear motions to permit a transition to take place at the crossing, 

while the small transition rate at an inner crossing is normally over- 

shadowed by transitions at a favorable outer crossing.  Inclusion of 

these additional effects in the theory of non-re sonant charge transfe: 

may well lead to more accurate predictions of the alow charge transfer 

reaction rates. 

The observed decrease of k^He+, Hg) with increasing ion energy 

(8^3 Fig. 2) does not follow the predictions of theory.  Both the simple 

Langevin spiralling theory5 and the modifNation by Turner-Smith et al.3 

yield rate coefficients which are independent of ion energy.  However, 

the additional factors which should be included In a more complete 

theory (see previous paragraph) may lead to a slight modification of 

the predicted energy dependence.  The apparent lack of dependence of 

k(Ar , Hg) on ion energy (.ee Fig. 3) is, however, in keeping with the 

predictions of the simpler theories. 

It is clear from the present results th«t the "adiabatic criterion, 

which has had some success in predicting charge transfer at moderate 

energies,1 fails completely at low energies in cases such as (He+, Hg), 

(Ar , Hg) and (Ki+, Hg).  From the energy defects for these reactions, 

one calculates from Eq. (3) that v^,  the velocltv below which the 

charge transfer cross section Qtr should decrease radically. Is in 

„2 
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excess of A x 10 cm/sec.  Our measurements refer to near-thermal ions 

with velocities of ~2 *  105 cm/sec and waller; thus, the observation of 

fast charfe transfer (Q^ > lO"14 cm2) at thermal energies for H.+ + Hg 

Is in direct contradiction to the adxabatic criterion.  Even the more 

modest thermal energy charge transfer rates for Ar4 + Hg and Kr+ + Hg 

— 1 ft 9 

(Qtr - 5 x io J  cm ) are inconsistent with th-i  adiabatir hvnotWls, 

because in these cases the ratio of v^/v^^ 1. eve-, larger, the 

orHer 0f 50, and crie therefore should expect vanishing]/ small charge 

transfer rates. 

The present results, which have revealed ver, large and not well 

understood variations in the rates of chsrg. transfer between atomic ions 

and atoms for different systems, are of interest for laser applications. 

Give-, a sufficiently fast rate of charge transter leading to formation 

of the prcduct ion in an excited state, the necessary population inver- 

sion for laser action becomes possible. This mechanism has been invoked 

to account for the emitted lines in several helium - metal vapo.- lasers.14-16 

The very fast He+ + Hg charge transfer process evidently produces 

excited states of Hg+; however, with the very small ion currents used 

in our drift tube it does not seem feasible to determine which states 

are formed by detecting the optical radiation emitted.  Therefore, we 

ar« considering continuing these studies in a flowing afterglow system3 

whert. the ion densities can be made considerably higher, and thus detec- 

table optical signals should be produced. 

The authors viol, to thank J. N. Bardsley and S. Geltman for helpful 

discussions concerning the theory of non-resonant charge transfer. 
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Note added 

Very recently. Bardsley and Slnha (private co.munlcatlon) have exa.lned 

the sensitivity of the TS theory's predictions to variations in the value of 

the en.piricany detained interaction Ha.iltonlan.  Thev find that for quite 

reasonable changes in the Ha.iltonlan (in view of the scatter m the data 

used for the empirical detennination) the predicted charge transfer coeffi- 

dents change by .any orders of magnitude, casting serious doubt on the 

quantitative aspects of the present form of the TS theory. 

■MUM 
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TABLE I. Comparison of measured and predicted charge transfer rate 

coefficients at thermal (295 K) energy. 

Reaction kexp(cm
3/sec)a 

kth( 
3,  ,b 

cm /sec) 

He+ + Hg (1.6±0.3) x IO-9 1. 6 x IO"9 

Ne+ + Hg ^ IO"12 M IO"14 

Ar+ + Hg (1.5±0.3) x io-11 ^ io"43 

Kr+ + Hg (8.5±?) x io-12 ~ 0 

Xe+ + Hg £ IO"12 m io"80 

He+ + Ne ^ IO"13 m io'45 

He+ + Ar i  IO"13 « io"L6 

1 
present experiment. 

ctlculatPd from Ref. 3 (see te\c  for details) 

HMHM ^m^mmmammammm. 
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Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Simplified diagram of the drift mobility tube/mass spectrometer 

apparatus (approximately to scale). 
+ 

The He + Hg charge transfer coefficient as a function of E/p 

and eion  at T _ 295 K. The mercury vapor concentration is 

[Hg] = 8 x io12 cnf3. 

Fig. 3.  The Ar f Hg charge transfer coefficient at T = 295 K and 

[Hg] - 6.8 x 10 ' cm" . The point at E/p = 0 represents the 

average of 2C data points which exhibit a ±10^ rms deviation 

frciu this value. 

MMU __ 
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